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Call for Tender for Application 
Development and Maintenance 
Services  

Annex 2 - Agile Application Development and 
Maintenance 

Appendix C - Onboarding Procedure 
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Arrival: Presentation to the team and installation to the desk 
 Presentation of all the team members, ideally this should be done during the stand-up meeting 

(15 minutes) 

 Installation to the desktop (1 hour): 

o Ensure resource is able to login to the desktop 

o Explain desktop vs development VM 

o Ensure resource is able to connect to the development VM 

o Explain  the 3 user accounts (normal, _1 and _admin) 

Presentation of our Agile Process (2 hours) 
 Stand Up meeting every day at a given hour 

 Sprints: duration, retrospectives and planning 

 Usage of Lync and conferencing equipment 

 Usage of the Backlog Management tool (redmine) 

Presentation  of the teams work and the mission of the resource in that context 

(2 hours) 
 Presentation of the various ongoing projects 

 Presentation of the various platforms / softwares used and supported by the team 

 Description of the envisioned mission during the probation period 

First Sprint: pair programming and knowledge transfer (x days where x is the 

number of remaining days in the current sprint) 
Resource is not counted in effort estimations and logging 

 Pairing of the resource with another team member. 

 Presentation and Knowledge Transfer on platform, tools and technologies used for the work that 

is being done. 

 Whenever possible, the new resource should take the opportunity to contribute to the 

documentation effort of the team. 

Second Sprint: pair programming and knowledge transfer (x days where x is 

the number of days of a sprint) 
Resource is counted as half in effort estimations and logging 

 Resource stays on the same subject with the same team member 

 Resource participates more actively to the development 

 Resource participates actively in Sprint planning and retrospective 

 The on-boarding period ends with this sprint 
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